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Project Abstract

In order to meet the requirements of
the masters of Architecture Terminal Project, I
propose to design an equestrian training facility
for Cotton Top Farms in St. Joseph, Missouri.
The site is located in a rural area three miles
outside of St. Joseph, Missouri, on a bluff
which overlooks a ﬂood plain. The area has
been used for farming for over 150 years. The
original farm was a dairy, 40 acres of which
has been adapted into Cotton Top Farms, a
small family horse farm. Cotton Top Farms
was established in 1985 by the current owner
functioning as a family horse farm. It originally

housed two horses, which over time has grown
and ﬂuctuates between eight and ten horses.
The farm has developed into a training facility
and out grown the adapted dairy barn currently
in use as a stable.
I intend to design a new training facility
and stables which will accommodate the natural
horsemanship methods used by the owner. The
facility requires many planned arenas, round
pens, and runs. It also requires structures for
housing the horses and storage. Structures that
will best accommodate horses and humans will
be the focus of my design following a master

plan of the site.
The users of the facility are both
human and equine. The master plan and
designed structures must consider both scale
and paroxysmic of each user. The human user
is both instructor and student. They require
some areas separate from the horse and others
in which to interact with it. The horse needs
safe and secure shelter with easy access to the
outdoors, and arenas. Designing for two users
creates both challenge and interest for the
project.
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Research & Analysis

1

Precedents

Farm Categories:
Private.................................Privately owned and operated facilities
Small...........................1-10 stalls
Medium......................11-20 stalls
Large..........................21 or more stalls in one barn or multiple barns
Commercial........................Owned by and functioning as a commercial property
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Precedents

Caroli Farm
--St. Placide, Quebec, Canada

Dearborn Ranch
-- Wolfcreek, Montana

Devine Ranch
-- Aptos, California

Doran Barn
-- Charleston, South Carolina

Longhorn Thoroughbreds
-- Warsaw, North Carolina

Neely Ranch
-- DelMar, California

Nettles Farm
-- Annapolis, Maryland

Paduka Run
-- New York

Pecan Alley
-- South Carolina
4

Private: Small

Peeples Farm
-- Valdosta, Georgia

Pine Meadow Farm
-- Charlotte, North Carolina

Pirouette Farm
-- Massachusetts

Private Farm
-- Virginia

Rhode Island Eventing Barn
-- Rhode Island

Rocana Farm
-- Middleburg, Virginia

Roger’s Farm
-- Potomac, Maryland

Round Lot Farm
-- Medﬁeld, Massachusetts

Speetzen Residence and Equestrian Facilities
-- Horseshoe Bay, Texas
5
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Dearborn Ranch

Location
Wolfcreek, Montana
This central Montana barn is deigned
to respond to the adjacent residence’s style.
It features heavy timber framing, western
red cedar siding, and deep overhangs. The
overhangs create outdoor space for washing
and grooming. The roof ridge is a continuous
skylight to provide natural light.
This barn works with the natural
environment by creating shaded outdoor areas
by creating large roof overhangs. The spaces
are great for grooming, washing, and ground
tying exercises. The overhangs also provide
cooling and shading for the stable in the hot
summer months. My stables should provide a
multitude of these spaces.
Key Features
8 Stalls
Loft with a Balcony
Wash Stall
Outdoor Arena
Grooming Stall
Outdoor
Washing
Lounge/Ofﬁce
and Grooming
Large Tack Rooms
Architect
Blackburn Architects

Devine Ranch

Neely Ranch

Key Features
90-Acre Site
Outdoor Arena
Round Pen
Run-in Sheds
Paddocks

Key Features
17-Acre Site
6 Stalls

Architect
Blackburn Architects

Architect
Blackburn Architects

Location
Aptos, California
Devine Ranch is built to complement
the adjacent residence and take advantage of the
environmental features. The barn emphasizes
the temperate climate, ocean breezes, and scenic
overlooks.
This barn takes advantage of its position
on the site. Views and breezes are important
concerns in the designs of the stable. I am
considering the views and sun angles and wind
patterns in the layout of my site.
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Location
Del Mar, California
This difﬁcult site features deep setbacks,
steep slopes, and height restrictions. The curved
roof minimizes the height of the building while
providing maximum ventilation and light.
Contemporary solution to stable needs
of ventilation and light. This stable considers
the design not the vernacular to solve the
problems of shelter. I intend to study this in
my project.

Pine Meadow Farm
Location
Charlotte, North Carolina
Key Features
15-Acre Site
10 Stalls
3,200 Square Foot House
4 Large Paddocks
Dressage Arena
Large Jumping Arena
Hay, Shavings and Equipment Building
Drive-Through Horse Trailer Garage
Trailer Loading at Barn Entrance
Architect
Harrison Banks Architects

Pine Meadow Farm features a barn and house connected by a
breezeway. The buildings are located in the center of this tree-lined property.
The facility overlooks the jumping and dressage arenas. The storage and
garage building has doors on each end for drive-through trailer parking.
Drive-Through garage and separate storage building, trailer loading at
barn entrance. The number of buildings and the functions of each in their
practicality and use is important to my thinking in this project.

Rocana Farm

This farm, like others
in the area, houses hunter
jumper horses.
The farm
features an indoor arena with
Location
observation area. The simple
Middleburg, Virginia
design maximizes the interior
space.
Key Features
Observation areas are
6 Stalls
an important aspect for the
Attached Enclosed Arena
safety of visitors. My facility
Elevated Combination Observation,
is only semi-professional in
Lounge & Ofﬁce
that it is a small buisiness but
Tack Room
it is a one man operation.
Wash & Groom Stalls
There will be a minimum of
people working at the barn
Architect
but an ofﬁce and lounge seem
Blackburn Architects
nessesary to provide for there
working and resting needs.
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Rhode Island Eventing Barn

Location
Rhode Island
This barn was designed for a Three-Day Event rider with nearprofessional amenities. The small barn includes an ofﬁce, apartment,
and hay storage as well as stalls and tack areas on two levels. The facade
is stone below shingles. The roof features eyebrow dormers and a
cupola for ventilation and light.
I appreciate the simple use of the prefabricated building but
it is detailed and articulated in a beautiful and functional way. Nearprofessional is the degree of amenities that the client needs. Laundry
is important to clean and spare the clients home facilities from heavy
blankets and horse hair.
Key Features
68 Acre Site
8 Stalls
6 Stalls w/ Individual Run-outs
Ofﬁce
Large Tack Room with

Round Lot Farm

Location
Medﬁeld, Massachusetts
Round Lot Farm’s small barn is designed in a New England
shingle style to complement its Boston setting. The second story features
a lounge and space for a future apartment which overlook the outdoor
arena and jump ﬁeld.
This small and traditional stable features an apartment which I
feel is needed for overnight horse guest, temporary help or the client
when watching a sick horse. This facility should be a self contained
retreat eliminating the strain on the client’s home and privacy.
Key Features

8 Stalls
Wash and Grooming Stalls
Large Tack/Lounge Area
Feed and Storage Rooms

Commercial-Grade Laundry
Wash Stall
Feed Room and Temporary Hay
Storage

Architect
Blackburn Architects

Architect
Harrison Banks Architects
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Hayloft
Future Apartment
Outdoor Arena
Jump Field

Mr. Ed• s Shed
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Private: Medium

Belle Herbe Farm
-- West Palm Beach, Florida

Freedom Farm Equestrian Center

Shawnee Farm
-- Harrodsburg, Kentucky

Charlotte Valley Farm
-- Anthony, Florida

Dressage Barn

Knox Farm

Meralex Farm
-- Brandon, Florida

Oakhaven Farm
-- Austin, Texas

Plains Property
-- Virginia

Rutledge Farm
-- Middleburg, Virginia

Starstruck Farm
-- Lebanon, Tennessee

Stegman Barn
-- Columbus, Georgia

Tide Water Farm
-- Dover, New Hampshire

Wellspring Farm
-- Colts Neck, New Jersey
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Precedents

Black Forest Stables
-- St. Augustine, Florida

Ellerslie Farm
-- Rhinebeck, New York

Frank Merrill’s Windward Stud & The
Royal Santana Arena

Brindlewood Equestrian Center
-- Copperopolis, California

Buckram Oak Farm
-- Lexington, Kentucky

EMO Stables
-- Camden, South Carolina

Folger Estate Stables
-- Woodside, California

Gainsborough Farm
-- Versailles, Kentucky

Heritage Farm
-- Katonah, New York
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Diamond G Racing Stables & Stallion Farm

Ford Plantation Equestrian Center
-- Georgia

Heronwood Farm
-- Upperville, Virginia

Private: Large

Indoor Riding Arena
-- New York

Kindle Hill Farm
-- Whitpain Township, Pennsylvania

Lanes End Farm
-- Versailles, Kentucky

NeverTell Farm & Barn Renovation
-- Midway, Kentucky

Old Woodlands
-- Camden, South Carolina

Sheik Island Farm
-- Pasco County, Florida

Tenlane Thoroughbred Farm
-- Versailles, Kentucky

Three-Day Event Training Center
-- Napa Valley, California

White Oak Ranch
-- Tuscaloosa, Alabama
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Lasma East Farm
-- LaGrange, Kentucky

Show Horse Barn
-- Virginia

Winley Farm
-- Millbrook, New York

Morven Stud
-- Charlottesville, Virginia

Spear-Cross Land and Livestock

Winstar Farm
-- Versailles, Kentucky

Research and Analysis

Precedents

Boxborough Equestrian Park Camp Lake of the Woods
-- Massachusetts
Equestrian Center -- Missouri

Central Kentucky Riding for
the Handicapped
-- Lexington, Kentucky

Culver Academy-Vaughn
Equestrian Center
-- Culver, Indiana

Golden Gate Park Stables
-- San Francisco, California

Grosse Pointe Hunt Club
-- Grosse Point, Michigan

Hipodromo de Las Americas Redevelopment
-- Mexico City, Mexico

Lazy E Race Training Center
-- Guthrie, Oklahoma

L’Esprit
-- LaGrange, Kentucky

Horse Shows in the Sun
-- Saugerties, New York

Grand Prix Farms
-- Palm Beach, Florida
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Equestrian Resort -- Connecticut

Kingbrook Club Community
-- Buffalo, New York

Metropolitan National Horse Show
-- Manhattan, New York

Commercial

Miami University Equestrian Center
-- Oxford, Ohio

Mississippi State University AgriCenter &
Harness Training Track
-- Starkville, Mississippi

Oklahoma City Fairgrounds Renovations
-- Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Open-Air Rodeo & Multi-Use Arena Illinois
State Fairgrounds
-- Illinois

Pegasus Ranch
-- Seattle, Washington

Potomac Valley Therapy Associates
-- Potomac Valley, Maryland

Quest Therapeutic Services
-- Westchester, Pennsylvania

Singapore Turf Club Expansion
-- Singapore

VA Tech - Equine Nutrition Research
Facility
-- Middleburg, Virginia

Walnut Creek Stables
-- Cincinnati, Ohio

Washington International Horse Show
-- Washington, DC
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Wilson College - Penn Hall Equestrian
Center
-- Chambersburg, Pennsylvania

Research and Analysis

Site Analysis
St. Joseph
Buchanan Co.

Missouri

My site is located in the Northern Plains of Missouri near the
Missouri River and the Kansas boarder. The land is a succession of river
valleys and bluffs. Cotton Top Farm is located three miles east of St.
Joseph, MO in Buchanan County situated between two rivers. A single
bluff separates the Platte and One Hundred and Two Rivers. Cotton Top
Farm occupies both hill top and ﬂood plain. The site slopes downward
to the east and the One Hundred and Two River. The city of St. Joseph
can be seen from the site. Other views from the site include ﬁeld and
forest, original farmsteads and in ﬁll acreages. The native vegetation of
northwest Missouri is a woodland and prairie mix. The site features both
grassy pastures and wooded slopes. The trees on the site are a variety
of maple, oak, and locust. The grass is a brome mix. The climate,
though only 150 miles from Lincoln, Nebraska’s prairies is more humid
and wet in the growing season. St. Joseph sees less snow accumulation
in winter, but is relatively the same in temperature variation. Many of the
area residents own horses and there are equestrian trails throughout the
timbered areas and ﬁelds. I feel this site supports it’s purpose in creating
a natural horsemanship training facility.
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Left: Area topographical map depicting site in
red
Right from top to bottom: Prevailing Winds,
Trafﬁc Flow, Sun Patterns.
Below: Existing Land Use:
Structures Already in existence to remain
on property
1. House
2. Garage
3. Barn with silo
4. Pump house

Green
Lot

4

Dry Lot
Pasture
Service
Work Yard
Area
Arena &
Round Pen

2

Yard

1

Alfalfa Field
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June 750

June
Mar./
Sept...
Dec..

Mar/Sept 550

Dec... 300

Climate & Soil

Degrees

Annual Temperature (High, Average, Low)

0

St. Joseph, MO

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10

Lat: 39.46 N
Long: 94.54 W
Elev: 810
Annual Precipitation
35.24”
Annual Average Temp.
65.3
Jan. Feb. Mar Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Months

Soil Make-up (Clay and Clay Loam)

Annual Precipitation (in Inches)
5
4

Inches

3

0

2
1
Jan. Feb. Mar Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Months
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1

3
2

4

1

6

2

3

5

6

5

Views into and from Site
4

20

Views from Site

1

2
1
2

3
4
5

3

4

5
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Intent Narrative & Conceptual Design
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Natural Horsemanship
Natural horsemanship is a concept in which architectural space can be
bettered through the understanding of the horses senses and herding behavior.
Cotton Top Farm is a training facility
teaching the methods of natural horsemanship.
Natural Horsemanship is a humane method
of training using the common sense of herd
behaviour of the horse whereby the trainer
uses body language to gain the respect, support
and trust between the trainer and the horse.
The desired results are obtained through
repetition and conditions response. Therefore,
I intend to discover a way in which the theories
of natural horsemanship may be translated to
architectural and spatial theories to guide the
design process. I will begin by investigating the
theories of natural horsemanship.
To understand the theories we must ﬁrst
understand what natural horsemanship means.
Natural is a term meaning not artiﬁcial having an
essential relation with someone or something.
Horsemanship is the working together of man
and horse. These two elements create a method
which requires spaces and places for the horse
and trainer to become acquaintances, friends,
and brothers. This means that the trainer must
be humane at all times. This system is based on
reward not punishment. The experience is to
be good for both man and horse. It also means
that there are few artiﬁcial tools that come

between the trainer and the horse. Touch is the
most important sense in gaining trust between
the two. But the trainer must be respected and
dominant as well.
In the herd there is a dominant mare,
the alpha mare. She informs the others of
where to stand, when to eat, and what to do.
The trainer must make himself the alpha mare.
The horse must understand its boundaries with
the trainer as it does the mare. A lower horse
would not step on the alpha mare and neither
should it step on the trainer. This shows
respect.
Respect, Support, and Trust are the
three main goals of the training process.
Respect is gained through herding behaviours.
Support is needed from the trainer. The horse
is a prey animal and is easily frightened. It
looks to the leader for instructions. The trainer
must react appropriately to how he would want
the horse to react. It is important to remain
calm so the horse will not bolt. Once the horse
learns to look to the trainer he will begin to
trust the trainer and in turn the trainer can
begin to trust the horse. He trusts the horse
because he understands why a horse reacts the
way it does, what will make it react and what to
24

do to limit those reactions. This understanding
of the horse can be achieved through using the
horse’s senses.
The horse has highly trained sight,
smell, and hearing. If the trainer understands
how to use these senses and cues that these
areas give he can “talk” to the horse. Horses
use smell as a method of recognition. By letting
a horse smell you and other items you will be
using on the horse it can learn to recognize
them and not be frightened. The horse’s eye is
an indicator of mood or thought. The eye may
have wrinkles around it which indicate concern
or stress. If the horse’s eye is wide or they are
blinking frequently it indicates thought. The
eye’s position is also important. Unlike humans
a horse has nearly a 360 degree visual radius
without moving its head. However it cannot
see directly in front of or behind itself. This
is important on how you approach a horse.
The ears also have a large radius. The can turn
front to back and move independently of one
another. Horses have excellent hearing and will
probably hear danger before the trainer ever
sees it. Ears forward and up means the horse is
listening. Ears pinned back mean they are mad
and you had better get out of the way. These

senses as well as the other theories give clues to
how spaces should be designed.
These theories of human treatment,
herd behaviour, lead mare, respect, support
and trust, and the senses can be applied to
architectural concepts for this barn. Humane
spaces that are comfortable and provide more
than simply shelter must be considered. The
horse needs natural light and ventilation. It
should feel as comfortable inside as it does out.
The horse should feel protected in the space
and have peace of mind. This means there are
no constant loud noises or frightening visual
distractions such as blowing tarps or racing
vehicles. The horse should know he is still
protected by the herd.
The hierarchy of the herd can be
translated to the hierarchy of space. The barn
should tell the horse where to go and where it
is not allowed. The trainer and other people
should have access to all spaces, the horse
to only a few. This can be achieved through
gates and walls, or through any other method
that gains the same effect. The horse must
know that you are the lead mare and you are in
charge.
The barn and other facilities must be

spaces that foster the respect, support, and trust
of both horse and trainer. This can be achieved
through a sensual experience. Textures, smells,
sounds, and sights should indicate change in
space and place. Natural horsemanship has
many theories but also many methods to carry
out these theories. Each activity and step
requires a space to perform it in.
The spaces needed to create a top
notch training facility must allow the trainer
and horse to trust and respect one another.
The spaces must be without danger and healthy
for all. There is also a hierarchy to the spaces
as the methods progress from basic to expert,
the spaces progress from small to large. The
trainer begins indoors with the horse in its stall,
then moves to a larger stall. The sequence
moves from stall to round pen, to indoor
arena, to outdoor arena, to an acre lot, to a
ﬁve acre lot, to a pasture and ﬁnally to open
range. The trainer is looking for a conditioned
response to a set of cues. The horse must
remain calm in each space and react to the
trainers directions. Trainers also need spaces
for general functionality of the barn.
There are other necessary spaces such
as trailer loading and grooming and utility
25

spaces not used for training. These spaces
make a barn run smoothly.
The barn must become a place for
human and horse to join up and live together.
Natural horsemanship is a concept in which
architectural space can be bettered through the
understanding of the horses senses and herding
behavior.

Intent Narrative & Conceptual Design

Program

Equestrian Facility Design

Reasons for providing stables*
Before considering the planning and construction of a stable, let’s consider brieﬂy the reasons for providing stables. Nature has provided the horse
in its natural environment the necessary protection from the weather. The thickness of its coat, the natural oils in the skin, and the fact that the
animal may move about freely, are all adequate protection from inclement conditions. A horse living under such conditions, however, is ﬁt only for
the lightest of work.
It is only after we interfere in this natural environment that stabling becomes necessary. A horse in full work needs to be ﬁt and kept clean. To
obtain this condition requires the removal of surplus fat, a clipped coat and regular grooming. Thus not only is the coat thinned, but regular cleaning
and grooming take away a large proportion of the coats natural protective oils. Removal of the horse’s natural defence mechanisms necessitates
the implementation of artiﬁcial methods of protection, by means of blankets and stables. Stables have, therefore, to provide to a great extent the
protection to the animal which has been removed by the requirements of work and cleanliness.
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* information provided by home.earthlink.net/~tlcroce

Basic Design Criteria

Locating the Stables

The basic design criteria for the Zoning Requirements: The site, located in
construction of stable buildings. *
Buchanan County, Missouri is zoned A1
- general agriculture. This area is zoned for
1. Dryness
farming and support activities. The only
2. Warmth
restrictions are on location of residence. Each
3. Ventilation
residence is required to be set back 50’ on the
4. Drainage
front and 15’ on the sides. Farm buildings have
5. Lighting, both daylight and artiﬁcial
no setback restrictions.
6. Water Supply

Ground Good drainage is important for both
Ground:
the stable buildings and the outdoor arenas
and paddocks. Water should drain away from
the buildings and should not puddle in arenas.
The outdoor exercise areas should be as ﬂat
as possible but still allow water to run off. On
the site, the lower west portion of the site is
susceptible to ﬂooding and receives run-off
from the hill. This is not a suitable area for
arenas or work spaces.

Restrictions for Farm Buildings

Restrictions for Residences
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Basic Design Criteria
Orientation: The stable buildings must be
protected from prevailing winds. This can be
accomplished by using land contours, other
buildings, and trees as obstacles. On the
site, protection from the north wind is very
important. The south wind should be cooled
by a natural tree-line break, but not stopped
to aid in ventilation. The top of the hill on
the east portion of the site, where the existing
buildings are located receives the most wind.
The low area to the west is highly protected
on the south and less so on the north This
would not be an ideal location for the buildings.
Although protection from the unwanted wind
is a necessity, there should be a free circulation
of air around the stables. The stable building
should be positioned with consideration to the
house and roads and provide easy access from
each.

Construction: Construction should be of ﬁre
resistance materials. Concrete, concrete block,
steel, metal siding, and stone are good materials.
Heavy timber is popular and aesthetically
pleasing, but must be treated in order to be
safe.
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Fences and Gates: There have been many new
developments in fencing ranging from vinyl, to
recycled rubber. The type best suited depends
on speciﬁc set of circumstances, but all types
need to be of stout construction.

The Client Process

The Training Process

Important Concepts &
Driving Factors of the Design

The Landscape
The landscape inﬂuences the position
and form of each building in different ways
depending on its proximity to the original
buildings on the site. The fences and pathways
are also effected by this pull between the
natural and the established orthogonal.
The Grid
The 12’ grid is derived from the
proportions of the standard stall and is the
foundation of each building designed on the
site. Some spaces and buildings are dominated
by the grid while others are pulled away from it
by the landscape.
The Shed
According to Merriam Webster a shed
is a slight structure built for shelter or storage
which is usually a single storey. and in the
cause of Missouri vernacular a metal building
with a pitched and gabled roof. The shed is
literally translated in the storage building and
abstracted with each of the other buildings.
The Training Process
The training process seen in
the diagram to the left dictates many of the
programmatic spaces and creates ﬂow within
the site.
29
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The Stall

According to the proportions of the horse each stall
should measure 12’ x 12’ x 12’. When stalls are placed side by side
a stable is formed and should be connected by an aisle. There are
many combinations in which stalls can be positioned to form a
stable. The best solutions provide direct access to both interior
and exterior spaces, have good ventilation, and are built of sturdy
materials.
Conceptually, I would like to experiment with the 12’ stall
and the basic shed design which is often built at a 12’ module.
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The Arenas
The English Arena

The Western Arena

The indoor arena is designed with the regulatory
English arena proportions. The arena is comprised of three
adjacent circles measuring 66’ in diameter.

The outdoor arena is proportioned to the western style
of riding. The arena is larger to accommodate a greater variety of
activities. The western arena may vary in size but the proportion
remains the same.
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Exterior Spaces Diagram
This diagram depicts the general size of each space
delineated on the adjacent page within the 40 acre
site. It is not a representation of space adjacency
or location. Circulation space has not been added
to this diagram.
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Exterior Spaces

1.

Arena

110’ x 220’
24,200 sq ft

Similar to the indoor arena in purpose, the outdoor arena should have excellent drainage and
footing. The rectangle should be fully enclosed but have visual connections to many other spaces
and seating for observers.

2.

Round Pen

60’ diameter /per side
3600 sq ft

This space may also be square but should be fully fenced to contain both horse and rider. Visual
and physical disconnect is less important than the indoor equivalent but it may be beneﬁcial to
have at least one outdoor training space separate from other spaces.

3.

Dry Lot

2 acres

This area is a smaller area outside for horses with no free food source, located directly adjacent
to the barn.

4.

Green Lot

3 acres

This slightly larger area for horses with grass is located near the barn and directly adjacent to the
dry lot.

5.

Cemetery

1 acre

This is a designated place for the burial of horses.

6.

Alfalfa Field

5 acres

Alfalfa or a grass mix is needed for growing hay for the farm.

7.

50 sq ft

Manure must be stored away from the stalls and near the road for easy pick-up.

8.

Manure
Bunkers
Pasture

2/3
acreage

remaining

The pasture is a large fenced area for grazing.

9.

2nd Pasture

1/3
acreage

remaining

A slightly smaller fenced area for grazing is needed for rotational purposes.

10.

Watering Area

11.

Feed Area

1 per pasture or dry A water trough with running water to each pasture or dry lot should be located where the horses
lot
will be grazing.
12 sq ft
1 per pasture or dry A trough or designated area for hay should be located in each pasture or dry lot.
lot
10 sq ft per horse
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Program Analysis
1.

Standard Stalls

# 8
12’ x 12’ each
1152 sq ft

2.

Sick Stall

20’ x 20’
400 sq ft

200 sq ft

Each of the eight standard stalls shall be 12 x 12 feet. This size comfortably houses an
average sized horse. The square stall allows the horse to move and turn in the space. The standard
stall is used by the horse for sleeping, and eating. There must be mangers for holding grain and
hay and a water trough. The walls should be of sturdy construction, preferably stronger than
wood siding. The ﬂoors should be forgiving to cushion the horses feet. A rubberized mat or
rubber bricks are preferable.
The stalls should be grouped together with each opening directly to the outside. This
can be done simply with all stalls in one line or more complicated and site speciﬁc variation may
be adapted. The roof over the stalls can be extended to provide outdoor protection from the
elements. The stalls and barn should be designed to adapt to additions of stalls and other spaces
in the future.
At least one large stall is required for a sick horse and training purposes. The sick stall is
best located away from the standard stalls to provide isolation in case of infectious disease. It’s
location should be conveniently accessible and in view of other horses. The structure should be
able to support the weight of a horse in a sling.

3.

Feed room and
Hay Storage

4.

Hay Storage

max 2500 sq ft

Hay should be stored in a separate barn to minimize risk of ﬁre. There should be enough
space to store a year’s supply of hay as it is brought in from the ﬁeld in the summer and used all
year. The hay should be easily transported from one barn to the other.

5.

Straw and
Bedding
Storage

1500 sq ft

The requirements for bedding storage are a well ventilated and dry area or building. All
hay and bedding should be stored in a separate dry barn to minimize ﬁre risk.

6.

Tack Room

100 sq ft

This should be directly adjacent to the stalls. It should have storage for blankets, trunks,
and saddle stands, hooks for bridles and halters, and shelves for miscellaneous items. It should
also house a medicine cabinet.

7.

Washing,
Cleaning, and
Drying Room

100 sq ft

This room is intended to house feed and hay for daily use. It should be located adjacent
to the standard stalls. Each type of feed should be stored in a separate galvanized steel bin. Hay
should be contained. A sink with hot and cold water large enough for a bucket, and wall storage
for scoops and other items should be found here.

This room is used for the cleaning of tack. To minimize mess it should be adjacent to
both the outdoors and tack room so that dirty tack can be directly transferred to this room and
then back to storage. The room should have a utility sink, drying racks, and laundry facilities.
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Interior Spaces

8.

Utility Stall

20’ x 20’
400 sq ft

The utility stall, also called a wash stall, is a large stall used for a variety of purposes,
clipping, grooming, shoeing, washing, and for medical treatment. The stall should have a water
spigot with hose and adequate drainage.

9.

Ofﬁce

100 sq ft

The training facility requires an ofﬁce for the barn manager. The space must accommodate
a desk, chairs, ﬁling cabinets and storage of supplies. It must provide area for a personal computer.
The ofﬁce should be located to provide supervision over the stable yard, the delivery of goods,
and the arrival of riders.

10.

Lavatory

48 sq ft

11.

Lounge

80 sq ft

The sitting area for barn staff can be adjacent or connected to several of the other
human-only spaces or a separate room. It should have plenty of seating and storage for personal
items.

12.

Garage

1250 sq ft

The garage should hold up to six full-sized vehicles including a horse trailer. The trailer
space should be large enough for turning, lowering ramps on all sides, and loading and unloading
horses.

13.

Indoor Arena

66’ x 198’
13,068 sq ft

14. Covered Round/
Square Pen

60’ diameter or per
side 3600 sq ft

15.

1500 sq ft

Living Quarters

tack.

The restroom should have ﬂush toilets, a sink, and an area for changing and extra personal

The indoor arena is used for multiple riding and training purposes year round. It should
be of comfortable temperature and light at all times. Ventilation and natural light can be achieved
through skylights, dormers, sliding doors, clearstory windows, etc.. The ﬂooring should be soft
and durable such as sawdust or a sand mix.
This space has the same requirements as the indoor arena but is smaller and more intimate.
The design should facilitate minimal distractions in this space. It should be quiet with little visual
connection to other spaces.
Whether an apartment in the barn or separate building this space is a guest house for
grooms, clients, or boarders to stay near their horses.
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Interior Space Total

1. Standard Stalls
2. Sick Stall
3. Feed & Hay Room
4. Hay Storage
5. Straw/Bedding Storage
6. Washing Room
7. Tack Room
8. Utility Stall
9. Ofﬁce
10. Lavatory
11. Sitting Room
12. Garage
13. Indoor Arena
14. Covered Pen
15. Living Quarters

1,152
400
200
2,500
1,500
100
100
400
100
48
80
1,250
13,068
3,600
1,500

Total
+ 20% circulation space for
human and horse
Grand Total Square Footage

25,998
5,200
+______
31,198
sq ft

Total interior space requires two or more buildings for ﬁre separation purposes.
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Building One
8 Standard Stalls
Sick Stall
Feed & Hay Room
Tack Room
Wash Room
Utility Stall
Lounge
Indoor Arena

1,152
400
200
100
100
400
80
13,068

Total
circ.

15,500
3,100

Grand Total

18,600

Additional Spaces
Building Two
Hay Storage
Straw and Bedding
Garage

2,500
1,500
1,250

Total
circ.

5,250
1,050

Grand Total

6300

Ofﬁce
Lavatory
Round Pen
Living Quarters

100
48
3,600
1,500

Total
circ.

5,248
1,050

Grand Total

6,298
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Conceptual Work
Overall Project Concept
The concepts of natural horsemanship can be translated to concepts of architecture by having
an awareness of the natural environment and how an animal exists within it generating positive
effects when seeking a conditioned response.

Project Goal
To create a space that promote natural interactions between trainer and horse.
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Natural Factors Concept
Lighting and Ventilation

Building Orientation Concepts
Blue: Arena

Red: Stables

Barn Orientation to Natural Elements

Temporary Enclosure to
Reﬂect North Wind
Thermal Wall
to absorb
West Sun

Skylights and
Windows to Allow Natural Light
into Space

Temporary Enclosure
to Allow South Breezes
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Space Adjacency Concept 1

2 Buildings
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Space Adjacency Concept 2

3 Buildings
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Space Adjacency Concept 3

4 Buildings
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Space Adjacency Concept Solution
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Site Concepts
Nonbuildable Areas

Buildable Area: Green

Blue: Floodplain
Red: Slope too Steep
Green: Beyond Comfortable Walking Distance
Purple: House and Yard
Gold: South Breeze Circulation Path
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Building Position Concept
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Concept Images

The running horse is a fascinating study.
Eadweard Muybridge was the ﬁrst to capture
these movements with stop frame photography.
I propose another layer of analysis with these
photographs.
In my study, each of the sixteen images
is placed one on top of the other. Then the
position of each hoof is marked with a dot.
The left front hoof with a magenta dot, the
right front with a blue dot, the back left with
a yellow dot, and the back right with a red dot.
The dots are then connected and a shape is
made. Each hoof makes a slightly different
shape.
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Process Documentation
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Fall Mid Critique

The Fall Mid Critique is the ﬁrst in the series of three intermediate critiques. This
is the ﬁrst presentation of the schematic design. The critics have been presented
the precedent and site analysis previous to the critic. They responded to the new
conceptual design considerations taken from earlier research.
The design is comprised of three buildings, each with its own unique response to the
site, natural environment, and existing buildings. The building forms are inﬂuenced
by the vernacular shed, and the running of the horse seen in the conceptual work in
the previous section.
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Process Documentation

Site Plan
Cotton Top Point is the rotational point
around which the program is positioned. The
point is determined by a series of regulating
lines initiating from the corners of the property
lines, the boundary of the existing ﬁelds and the
sight lines from the existing pump house. The
site is arranged so that the point is the rotational
center for the buildings. The pastures and lots
are arranged so that they are connected to each
other and connect to the dry lot and into the
training space.

Regulating Lines
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Shed
The Shed is a garage and storage for hay and bedding. There are
doors on three sides to accommodate various vehicles. Trucks with trailers
may be driven through the building instead of backed in.
Elevations
Plan

West

East

Water Feature
South

The point is a watering feature. Its
form is derived from the iconographic
ﬂower used to represent Cotton Top
Farm. The trough is two tiered. The
water ﬂows from the larger higher pool
into the lower. This keeps the water
circulating and fresh. In the middle of
the upper pool is a windmill. It pumps
the water from a well located directly
below.
Fall Mid Critique

North
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Small Barn
The Small Barn is a supplement to the stables and also can function independently
of the rest. It houses those elements which require a greater degree of privacy. The sick
stall must be physically separated from the others because of diseases. The round pen needs
visual privacy so the horse in training is not distracted from the tasks at hand. The apartment
requires sound privacy. The barn also has storage and a tack area.
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Elevations

East

South

West

North

Fall Mid Critique
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Large Barn
The Large Barn houses the indoor
arena and the stables. This is the main building
on the site. It is the largest and will see the
most activity on a daily basis. The form of
the roof is based on the curve formed by the
running of the horse. These curves produce a
natural light and ventilation system and a water
collection system.

Plan
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Elevations

East

South

Sections

Elevations

North

Fall Mid Critique

West
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Fall Presentation

The Fall Presentation is a summation of the semester’s work. It is presented
to the faculty without the beneﬁt of verbal explanation from the student. The
building forms remained the same but their position on the site changed. The
outdoor arena is depicted as part of the radiating whole. The graphic depiction of
the project has also developed.
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Site Plan
The site more closely follows the radial
pattern shown by the regulating line drawing.
The outdoor arena and roads through the site
are now part of the whole. The buildings and
arena begin to lie within the contours of the
site.

Regulating Lines
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The shed is built on a 12’ grid to a scale that ﬁts
humans, horses, and vehicles. It’s drive-through design
makes it innovative and extremely functional.

Fall Presentation
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Fall Presentation
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View from the South
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Fall Presentation
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Process Documentation
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Fall Presentation
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Process Documentation
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Spring Mid Critique

This critique shows a major change in the building forms. A vernacular
language is used and repeated in each of the three buildings. The truss becomes the
common element in each building. The Large Barn changes most dramatically with
the separation of the stalls from the arena which is now connected by a breezeway.
The shed is the same in plan but features the curved truss system. The small barn
retains its program but is rearranged to accommodate the curve of the contours
and the arching truss. The site plan also changes to follow the lay of the land so the
fencing and arrangement of spaces appears more natural.
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Process Documentation
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Spring Mid Critique
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Process Documentation
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Spring Mid Critique
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Process Documentation
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Spring Mid Critique
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Process Documentation

Final Design Documentation
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A Tour of Cotton Top Farm

Welcome to Cotton Top Farm. We are an equestrian training
facility located east of St. Joseph, Missouri. Our forty acres has
been redeveloped to accommodate this new facility. Working with
previous site studies the south east corner of the site is most desirable
for building.
Here at Cotton Top Farm we use the natural horsemanship
method of training. Let me show you how this facility accommodates
these methods.
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Entering site from Hwy W on the east
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The Shed

Let’s start at the beginning of the training process. A horse
arrives by trailer which can be parked conveniently in our drivethrough shed and storage building. The shed is the most simply
designed building on the site because of its utilitarian function. The
construction method used in the shed is the same as all of the other
new buildings on the site. The beams and columns are steel in
ﬁlled with tongue-and-groove cedar siding. The trusses are a three
member wood truss. The two outer pieces form the apex while the
middle piece is curved in an arch for the bottom of the triangle.
This curved truss is used in all three buildings. The next building is
the stables in the large barn.
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the shed
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The Stables

The horse is taken to one of the standard sized stalls. Each horse has its own
stall. The size of this stall is very important. Based on the average size and
proportion of the horse, 12’ x 12’ is the optimum stall size. The proportion
is so important that it has been used as the basic building size and concept for
the entire facility. Each building including the shed which you have just seen is
proportioned on this cubic scale.
When training a horse using natural horsemanship methods all steps a based
on hierarchy of spaces. Like each skill learned you start small. The ﬁrst element
of training begins in the stall. When the horse is comfortable in a halter it can
then be moved to the next larger space, the utility stall. This space is 1.5 times
larger than the standard stall.
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the stables and breezeway
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The Stables Porch

As we step out onto the porch on the south side of the stalls
you can see the bars of the stalls are woven into a pattern. These
forms are derived from the running of the horse. The shape the
hooves make is abstracted here and made into a repeated pattern.
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the porch with bar details
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interior of stables with bar and truss details
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The Small Barn

When the horse is ready it can now move to the round pen. At
Cotton Top Farm there are two round pens, one outdoor and the
other indoor. The indoor round pen is located in the small barn.
This barn has two functions, to work as part of the whole facility
and also to function completely independently from the farm. The
reason for this is the need for a sick bay. If a horse contracts an
infectious disease it must be separated from the other horses. The
sick stall is two times the 12’ volume. The barn features the indoor
round pen, sick stall, storage and tack areas, and apartment for
overnight guests.
Training in the round pen happens in a circular pattern. This
pattern breaks the dominance of the grid in the training area and the
walls take the curved shape.
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the small barn
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interior of small barn
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The Arenas and Large Barn

After the round pen work the horse must learn to traverse
obstacles which require a larger space. The arenas are set up for this
use. CTF has two arenas as well. The outdoor arena is proportioned
for western activities and the indoor arena is proportioned on the
strictly regulated English riding barns. The English arena is based
on three adjacent sixty-six foot diameter circles. The structure of
the barn depicts its use in threes, one large space, and the twelve
foot grid. The arena is connected to the stalls by a breezeway. This
is an open space that acts as a transition and waiting area for the
arena. When the horse has graduated from the arena it may use the
site for its various trails and pastures.
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the large barn from the outdoor arena berms
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interior of the indoor arena
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The Landscape Plan
Let’s take a look at the site. Just outside the south end of the
indoor arena are the hitching posts. This area may be used as a
preparation area in good weather or when there are guests with their
horses and the indoor spaces are full. The space follows the curve
of the landscape and creates enclosure for the arena.
The next observation area is the berms surrounding the outdoor
arena. They form a boundary that follows the natural contours of
the land holding back the landscaping. This area is shaded by trees
and is the perfect place to sit and observe the arena.
Cotton Top Farm is also a ﬁnal resting place for horses. The
cemetery is located in the south west corner of the building area. It
is fenced and features a path that ends in a place of reﬂection under
a tree. It is separated from the buildings by landscaping.
All of these areas radiate and circulate around Cotton Top
Point. The point is a watering feature. The two-level falls circulates
the water. The drive splits and moves around the point.
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The Patio of the Large Barn

The rest of the site is dedicated to pastures, lots, and an alfalfa
ﬁeld. The ﬁeld provides the hay for the horses. We can view the site
from the covered patio on the west side of the indoor arena. The
pergola structure provides shade and brings the scale of the arena
wall down. The trails start from this point and traverse the site.
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the patio with pergola on the west side of the large barn
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The Site Plan

The darker green shading on the site plan shows the tree cover.
A large majority of the site has trees which protects against the
strong winds on the bluff.
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The Site

When leaving please look back and observe the facility from
the south. All of the buildings and the integration of the house and
other existing buildings from the original farm are in view. Cotton
Top Farm is functional and fulﬁlls its goals of using the hierarchy
of the natural horsemanship training methods to create spaces that
are both horse and human friendly.
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Cotton Top Farm from the south overlooking the cemetery
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Cotton Top

Farm
A Natural Horsemanship Training Facility

Nicole Schiermeyer

Project Abstract

In order to meet the requirements of
the masters of Architecture Terminal Project, I
propose to design an equestrian training facility
for Cotton Top Farms in St. Joseph, Missouri.
The site is located in a rural area three miles
outside of St. Joseph, Missouri, on a bluff
which overlooks a ﬂood plain. The area has
been used for farming for over 150 years. The
original farm was a dairy, 40 acres of which
has been adapted into Cotton Top Farms, a
small family horse farm. Cotton Top Farms
was established in 1985 by the current owner
functioning as a family horse farm. It originally

housed two horses, which over time has grown
and ﬂuctuates between eight and ten horses.
The farm has developed into a training facility
and out grown the adapted dairy barn currently
in use as a stable.
I intend to design a new training facility
and stables which will accommodate the natural
horsemanship methods used by the owner. The
facility requires many planned arenas, round
pens, and runs. It also requires structures for
housing the horses and storage. Structures that
will best accommodate horses and humans will
be the focus of my design following a master

plan of the site.
The users of the facility are both
human and equine. The master plan and
designed structures must consider both scale
and paroxysmic of each user. The human user
is both instructor and student. They require
some areas separate from the horse and others
in which to interact with it. The horse needs
safe and secure shelter with easy access to the
outdoors, and arenas. Designing for two users
creates both challenge and interest for the
project.
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Research & Analysis

1

Precedents

Farm Categories:
Private.................................Privately owned and operated facilities
Small...........................1-10 stalls
Medium......................11-20 stalls
Large..........................21 or more stalls in one barn or multiple barns
Commercial........................Owned by and functioning as a commercial property

3

Research and Analysis

Precedents

Caroli Farm
--St. Placide, Quebec, Canada

Dearborn Ranch
-- Wolfcreek, Montana

Devine Ranch
-- Aptos, California

Doran Barn
-- Charleston, South Carolina

Longhorn Thoroughbreds
-- Warsaw, North Carolina

Neely Ranch
-- DelMar, California

Nettles Farm
-- Annapolis, Maryland

Paduka Run
-- New York

Pecan Alley
-- South Carolina
4

Private: Small

Peeples Farm
-- Valdosta, Georgia

Pine Meadow Farm
-- Charlotte, North Carolina

Pirouette Farm
-- Massachusetts

Private Farm
-- Virginia

Rhode Island Eventing Barn
-- Rhode Island

Rocana Farm
-- Middleburg, Virginia

Roger’s Farm
-- Potomac, Maryland

Round Lot Farm
-- Medﬁeld, Massachusetts

Speetzen Residence and Equestrian Facilities
-- Horseshoe Bay, Texas
5

Research and Analysis

Dearborn Ranch

Location
Wolfcreek, Montana
This central Montana barn is deigned
to respond to the adjacent residence’s style.
It features heavy timber framing, western
red cedar siding, and deep overhangs. The
overhangs create outdoor space for washing
and grooming. The roof ridge is a continuous
skylight to provide natural light.
This barn works with the natural
environment by creating shaded outdoor areas
by creating large roof overhangs. The spaces
are great for grooming, washing, and ground
tying exercises. The overhangs also provide
cooling and shading for the stable in the hot
summer months. My stables should provide a
multitude of these spaces.
Key Features
8 Stalls
Loft with a Balcony
Wash Stall
Outdoor Arena
Grooming Stall
Outdoor
Washing
Lounge/Ofﬁce
and Grooming
Large Tack Rooms
Architect
Blackburn Architects

Devine Ranch

Neely Ranch

Key Features
90-Acre Site
Outdoor Arena
Round Pen
Run-in Sheds
Paddocks

Key Features
17-Acre Site
6 Stalls

Architect
Blackburn Architects

Architect
Blackburn Architects

Location
Aptos, California
Devine Ranch is built to complement
the adjacent residence and take advantage of the
environmental features. The barn emphasizes
the temperate climate, ocean breezes, and scenic
overlooks.
This barn takes advantage of its position
on the site. Views and breezes are important
concerns in the designs of the stable. I am
considering the views and sun angles and wind
patterns in the layout of my site.
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Location
Del Mar, California
This difﬁcult site features deep setbacks,
steep slopes, and height restrictions. The curved
roof minimizes the height of the building while
providing maximum ventilation and light.
Contemporary solution to stable needs
of ventilation and light. This stable considers
the design not the vernacular to solve the
problems of shelter. I intend to study this in
my project.

Pine Meadow Farm
Location
Charlotte, North Carolina
Key Features
15-Acre Site
10 Stalls
3,200 Square Foot House
4 Large Paddocks
Dressage Arena
Large Jumping Arena
Hay, Shavings and Equipment Building
Drive-Through Horse Trailer Garage
Trailer Loading at Barn Entrance
Architect
Harrison Banks Architects

Pine Meadow Farm features a barn and house connected by a
breezeway. The buildings are located in the center of this tree-lined property.
The facility overlooks the jumping and dressage arenas. The storage and
garage building has doors on each end for drive-through trailer parking.
Drive-Through garage and separate storage building, trailer loading at
barn entrance. The number of buildings and the functions of each in their
practicality and use is important to my thinking in this project.

Rocana Farm

This farm, like others
in the area, houses hunter
jumper horses.
The farm
features an indoor arena with
Location
observation area. The simple
Middleburg, Virginia
design maximizes the interior
space.
Key Features
Observation areas are
6 Stalls
an important aspect for the
Attached Enclosed Arena
safety of visitors. My facility
Elevated Combination Observation,
is only semi-professional in
Lounge & Ofﬁce
that it is a small buisiness but
Tack Room
it is a one man operation.
Wash & Groom Stalls
There will be a minimum of
people working at the barn
Architect
but an ofﬁce and lounge seem
Blackburn Architects
nessesary to provide for there
working and resting needs.
7
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Rhode Island Eventing Barn

Location
Rhode Island
This barn was designed for a Three-Day Event rider with nearprofessional amenities. The small barn includes an ofﬁce, apartment,
and hay storage as well as stalls and tack areas on two levels. The facade
is stone below shingles. The roof features eyebrow dormers and a
cupola for ventilation and light.
I appreciate the simple use of the prefabricated building but
it is detailed and articulated in a beautiful and functional way. Nearprofessional is the degree of amenities that the client needs. Laundry
is important to clean and spare the clients home facilities from heavy
blankets and horse hair.
Key Features
68 Acre Site
8 Stalls
6 Stalls w/ Individual Run-outs
Ofﬁce
Large Tack Room with

Round Lot Farm

Location
Medﬁeld, Massachusetts
Round Lot Farm’s small barn is designed in a New England
shingle style to complement its Boston setting. The second story features
a lounge and space for a future apartment which overlook the outdoor
arena and jump ﬁeld.
This small and traditional stable features an apartment which I
feel is needed for overnight horse guest, temporary help or the client
when watching a sick horse. This facility should be a self contained
retreat eliminating the strain on the client’s home and privacy.
Key Features

8 Stalls
Wash and Grooming Stalls
Large Tack/Lounge Area
Feed and Storage Rooms

Commercial-Grade Laundry
Wash Stall
Feed Room and Temporary Hay
Storage

Architect
Blackburn Architects

Architect
Harrison Banks Architects

8

Hayloft
Future Apartment
Outdoor Arena
Jump Field

Mr. Ed• s Shed
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Private: Medium

Belle Herbe Farm
-- West Palm Beach, Florida

Freedom Farm Equestrian Center

Shawnee Farm
-- Harrodsburg, Kentucky

Charlotte Valley Farm
-- Anthony, Florida

Dressage Barn

Knox Farm

Meralex Farm
-- Brandon, Florida

Oakhaven Farm
-- Austin, Texas

Plains Property
-- Virginia

Rutledge Farm
-- Middleburg, Virginia

Starstruck Farm
-- Lebanon, Tennessee

Stegman Barn
-- Columbus, Georgia

Tide Water Farm
-- Dover, New Hampshire

Wellspring Farm
-- Colts Neck, New Jersey
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Precedents

Black Forest Stables
-- St. Augustine, Florida

Ellerslie Farm
-- Rhinebeck, New York

Frank Merrill’s Windward Stud & The
Royal Santana Arena

Brindlewood Equestrian Center
-- Copperopolis, California

Buckram Oak Farm
-- Lexington, Kentucky

EMO Stables
-- Camden, South Carolina

Folger Estate Stables
-- Woodside, California

Gainsborough Farm
-- Versailles, Kentucky

Heritage Farm
-- Katonah, New York
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Diamond G Racing Stables & Stallion Farm

Ford Plantation Equestrian Center
-- Georgia

Heronwood Farm
-- Upperville, Virginia

Private: Large

Indoor Riding Arena
-- New York

Kindle Hill Farm
-- Whitpain Township, Pennsylvania

Lanes End Farm
-- Versailles, Kentucky

NeverTell Farm & Barn Renovation
-- Midway, Kentucky

Old Woodlands
-- Camden, South Carolina

Sheik Island Farm
-- Pasco County, Florida

Tenlane Thoroughbred Farm
-- Versailles, Kentucky

Three-Day Event Training Center
-- Napa Valley, California

White Oak Ranch
-- Tuscaloosa, Alabama
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Lasma East Farm
-- LaGrange, Kentucky

Show Horse Barn
-- Virginia

Winley Farm
-- Millbrook, New York

Morven Stud
-- Charlottesville, Virginia

Spear-Cross Land and Livestock

Winstar Farm
-- Versailles, Kentucky

Research and Analysis

Precedents

Boxborough Equestrian Park Camp Lake of the Woods
-- Massachusetts
Equestrian Center -- Missouri

Central Kentucky Riding for
the Handicapped
-- Lexington, Kentucky

Culver Academy-Vaughn
Equestrian Center
-- Culver, Indiana

Golden Gate Park Stables
-- San Francisco, California

Grosse Pointe Hunt Club
-- Grosse Point, Michigan

Hipodromo de Las Americas Redevelopment
-- Mexico City, Mexico

Lazy E Race Training Center
-- Guthrie, Oklahoma

L’Esprit
-- LaGrange, Kentucky

Horse Shows in the Sun
-- Saugerties, New York

Grand Prix Farms
-- Palm Beach, Florida
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Equestrian Resort -- Connecticut

Kingbrook Club Community
-- Buffalo, New York

Metropolitan National Horse Show
-- Manhattan, New York

Commercial

Miami University Equestrian Center
-- Oxford, Ohio

Mississippi State University AgriCenter &
Harness Training Track
-- Starkville, Mississippi

Oklahoma City Fairgrounds Renovations
-- Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Open-Air Rodeo & Multi-Use Arena Illinois
State Fairgrounds
-- Illinois

Pegasus Ranch
-- Seattle, Washington

Potomac Valley Therapy Associates
-- Potomac Valley, Maryland

Quest Therapeutic Services
-- Westchester, Pennsylvania

Singapore Turf Club Expansion
-- Singapore

VA Tech - Equine Nutrition Research
Facility
-- Middleburg, Virginia

Walnut Creek Stables
-- Cincinnati, Ohio

Washington International Horse Show
-- Washington, DC

15

Wilson College - Penn Hall Equestrian
Center
-- Chambersburg, Pennsylvania

Research and Analysis

Site Analysis
St. Joseph
Buchanan Co.

Missouri

My site is located in the Northern Plains of Missouri near the
Missouri River and the Kansas boarder. The land is a succession of river
valleys and bluffs. Cotton Top Farm is located three miles east of St.
Joseph, MO in Buchanan County situated between two rivers. A single
bluff separates the Platte and One Hundred and Two Rivers. Cotton Top
Farm occupies both hill top and ﬂood plain. The site slopes downward
to the east and the One Hundred and Two River. The city of St. Joseph
can be seen from the site. Other views from the site include ﬁeld and
forest, original farmsteads and in ﬁll acreages. The native vegetation of
northwest Missouri is a woodland and prairie mix. The site features both
grassy pastures and wooded slopes. The trees on the site are a variety
of maple, oak, and locust. The grass is a brome mix. The climate,
though only 150 miles from Lincoln, Nebraska’s prairies is more humid
and wet in the growing season. St. Joseph sees less snow accumulation
in winter, but is relatively the same in temperature variation. Many of the
area residents own horses and there are equestrian trails throughout the
timbered areas and ﬁelds. I feel this site supports it’s purpose in creating
a natural horsemanship training facility.
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Left: Area topographical map depicting site in
red
Right from top to bottom: Prevailing Winds,
Trafﬁc Flow, Sun Patterns.
Below: Existing Land Use:
Structures Already in existence to remain
on property
1. House
2. Garage
3. Barn with silo
4. Pump house

Green
Lot

4

Dry Lot
Pasture
Service
Work Yard
Area
Arena &
Round Pen

2

Yard

1

Alfalfa Field
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Natural Horsemanship
Natural horsemanship is a concept in which architectural space can be
bettered through the understanding of the horses senses and herding behavior.
Cotton Top Farm is a training facility
teaching the methods of natural horsemanship.
Natural Horsemanship is a humane method
of training using the common sense of herd
behaviour of the horse whereby the trainer
uses body language to gain the respect, support
and trust between the trainer and the horse.
The desired results are obtained through
repetition and conditions response. Therefore,
I intend to discover a way in which the theories
of natural horsemanship may be translated to
architectural and spatial theories to guide the
design process. I will begin by investigating the
theories of natural horsemanship.
To understand the theories we must ﬁrst
understand what natural horsemanship means.
Natural is a term meaning not artiﬁcial having an
essential relation with someone or something.
Horsemanship is the working together of man
and horse. These two elements create a method
which requires spaces and places for the horse
and trainer to become acquaintances, friends,
and brothers. This means that the trainer must
be humane at all times. This system is based on
reward not punishment. The experience is to
be good for both man and horse. It also means
that there are few artiﬁcial tools that come

between the trainer and the horse. Touch is the
most important sense in gaining trust between
the two. But the trainer must be respected and
dominant as well.
In the herd there is a dominant mare,
the alpha mare. She informs the others of
where to stand, when to eat, and what to do.
The trainer must make himself the alpha mare.
The horse must understand its boundaries with
the trainer as it does the mare. A lower horse
would not step on the alpha mare and neither
should it step on the trainer. This shows
respect.
Respect, Support, and Trust are the
three main goals of the training process.
Respect is gained through herding behaviours.
Support is needed from the trainer. The horse
is a prey animal and is easily frightened. It
looks to the leader for instructions. The trainer
must react appropriately to how he would want
the horse to react. It is important to remain
calm so the horse will not bolt. Once the horse
learns to look to the trainer he will begin to
trust the trainer and in turn the trainer can
begin to trust the horse. He trusts the horse
because he understands why a horse reacts the
way it does, what will make it react and what to
24

do to limit those reactions. This understanding
of the horse can be achieved through using the
horse’s senses.
The horse has highly trained sight,
smell, and hearing. If the trainer understands
how to use these senses and cues that these
areas give he can “talk” to the horse. Horses
use smell as a method of recognition. By letting
a horse smell you and other items you will be
using on the horse it can learn to recognize
them and not be frightened. The horse’s eye is
an indicator of mood or thought. The eye may
have wrinkles around it which indicate concern
or stress. If the horse’s eye is wide or they are
blinking frequently it indicates thought. The
eye’s position is also important. Unlike humans
a horse has nearly a 360 degree visual radius
without moving its head. However it cannot
see directly in front of or behind itself. This
is important on how you approach a horse.
The ears also have a large radius. The can turn
front to back and move independently of one
another. Horses have excellent hearing and will
probably hear danger before the trainer ever
sees it. Ears forward and up means the horse is
listening. Ears pinned back mean they are mad
and you had better get out of the way. These

senses as well as the other theories give clues to
how spaces should be designed.
These theories of human treatment,
herd behaviour, lead mare, respect, support
and trust, and the senses can be applied to
architectural concepts for this barn. Humane
spaces that are comfortable and provide more
than simply shelter must be considered. The
horse needs natural light and ventilation. It
should feel as comfortable inside as it does out.
The horse should feel protected in the space
and have peace of mind. This means there are
no constant loud noises or frightening visual
distractions such as blowing tarps or racing
vehicles. The horse should know he is still
protected by the herd.
The hierarchy of the herd can be
translated to the hierarchy of space. The barn
should tell the horse where to go and where it
is not allowed. The trainer and other people
should have access to all spaces, the horse
to only a few. This can be achieved through
gates and walls, or through any other method
that gains the same effect. The horse must
know that you are the lead mare and you are in
charge.
The barn and other facilities must be

spaces that foster the respect, support, and trust
of both horse and trainer. This can be achieved
through a sensual experience. Textures, smells,
sounds, and sights should indicate change in
space and place. Natural horsemanship has
many theories but also many methods to carry
out these theories. Each activity and step
requires a space to perform it in.
The spaces needed to create a top
notch training facility must allow the trainer
and horse to trust and respect one another.
The spaces must be without danger and healthy
for all. There is also a hierarchy to the spaces
as the methods progress from basic to expert,
the spaces progress from small to large. The
trainer begins indoors with the horse in its stall,
then moves to a larger stall. The sequence
moves from stall to round pen, to indoor
arena, to outdoor arena, to an acre lot, to a
ﬁve acre lot, to a pasture and ﬁnally to open
range. The trainer is looking for a conditioned
response to a set of cues. The horse must
remain calm in each space and react to the
trainers directions. Trainers also need spaces
for general functionality of the barn.
There are other necessary spaces such
as trailer loading and grooming and utility
25

spaces not used for training. These spaces
make a barn run smoothly.
The barn must become a place for
human and horse to join up and live together.
Natural horsemanship is a concept in which
architectural space can be bettered through the
understanding of the horses senses and herding
behavior.
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Reasons for providing stables*
Before considering the planning and construction of a stable, let’s consider brieﬂy the reasons for providing stables. Nature has provided the horse
in its natural environment the necessary protection from the weather. The thickness of its coat, the natural oils in the skin, and the fact that the
animal may move about freely, are all adequate protection from inclement conditions. A horse living under such conditions, however, is ﬁt only for
the lightest of work.
It is only after we interfere in this natural environment that stabling becomes necessary. A horse in full work needs to be ﬁt and kept clean. To
obtain this condition requires the removal of surplus fat, a clipped coat and regular grooming. Thus not only is the coat thinned, but regular cleaning
and grooming take away a large proportion of the coats natural protective oils. Removal of the horse’s natural defence mechanisms necessitates
the implementation of artiﬁcial methods of protection, by means of blankets and stables. Stables have, therefore, to provide to a great extent the
protection to the animal which has been removed by the requirements of work and cleanliness.
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* information provided by home.earthlink.net/~tlcroce

Basic Design Criteria

Locating the Stables

The basic design criteria for the Zoning Requirements: The site, located in
construction of stable buildings. *
Buchanan County, Missouri is zoned A1
- general agriculture. This area is zoned for
1. Dryness
farming and support activities. The only
2. Warmth
restrictions are on location of residence. Each
3. Ventilation
residence is required to be set back 50’ on the
4. Drainage
front and 15’ on the sides. Farm buildings have
5. Lighting, both daylight and artiﬁcial
no setback restrictions.
6. Water Supply

Ground: Good drainage is important for both
the stable buildings and the outdoor arenas
and paddocks. Water should drain away from
the buildings and should not puddle in arenas.
The outdoor exercise areas should be as ﬂat
as possible but still allow water to run off. On
the site, the lower west portion of the site is
susceptible to ﬂooding and receives run-off
from the hill. This is not a suitable area for
arenas or work spaces.

Restrictions for Farm Buildings

Restrictions for Residences
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Basic Design Criteria
Orientation: The stable buildings must be
protected from prevailing winds. This can be
accomplished by using land contours, other
buildings, and trees as obstacles. On the
site, protection from the north wind is very
important. The south wind should be cooled
by a natural tree-line break, but not stopped
to aid in ventilation. The top of the hill on
the east portion of the site, where the existing
buildings are located receives the most wind.
The low area to the west is highly protected
on the south and less so on the north This
would not be an ideal location for the buildings.
Although protection from the unwanted wind
is a necessity, there should be a free circulation
of air around the stables. The stable building
should be positioned with consideration to the
house and roads and provide easy access from
each.

Construction: Construction should be of ﬁre
resistance materials. Concrete, concrete block,
steel, metal siding, and stone are good materials.
Heavy timber is popular and aesthetically
pleasing, but must be treated in order to be
safe.
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Fences and Gates: There have been many new
developments in fencing ranging from vinyl, to
recycled rubber. The type best suited depends
on speciﬁc set of circumstances, but all types
need to be of stout construction.

The Client Process

The Training Process

Important Concepts &
Driving Factors of the Design

The Landscape
The landscape inﬂuences the position
and form of each building in different ways
depending on its proximity to the original
buildings on the site. The fences and pathways
are also effected by this pull between the
natural and the established orthogonal.
The Grid
The 12’ grid is derived from the
proportions of the standard stall and is the
foundation of each building designed on the
site. Some spaces and buildings are dominated
by the grid while others are pulled away from it
by the landscape.
The Shed
According to Merriam Webster a shed
is a slight structure built for shelter or storage
which is usually a single storey. and in the
cause of Missouri vernacular a metal building
with a pitched and gabled roof. The shed is
literally translated in the storage building and
abstracted with each of the other buildings.
The Training Process
The training process seen in
the diagram to the left dictates many of the
programmatic spaces and creates ﬂow within
the site.
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The Stall

According to the proportions of the horse each stall
should measure 12’ x 12’ x 12’. When stalls are placed side by side
a stable is formed and should be connected by an aisle. There are
many combinations in which stalls can be positioned to form a
stable. The best solutions provide direct access to both interior
and exterior spaces, have good ventilation, and are built of sturdy
materials.
Conceptually, I would like to experiment with the 12’ stall
and the basic shed design which is often built at a 12’ module.
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The Arenas
The English Arena

The Western Arena

The indoor arena is designed with the regulatory
English arena proportions. The arena is comprised of three
adjacent circles measuring 66’ in diameter.

The outdoor arena is proportioned to the western style
of riding. The arena is larger to accommodate a greater variety of
activities. The western arena may vary in size but the proportion
remains the same.
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Exterior Spaces Diagram
This diagram depicts the general size of each space
delineated on the adjacent page within the 40 acre
site. It is not a representation of space adjacency
or location. Circulation space has not been added
to this diagram.
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Program Analysis

Exterior Spaces

1.

Arena

110’ x 220’
24,200 sq ft

Similar to the indoor arena in purpose, the outdoor arena should have excellent drainage and
footing. The rectangle should be fully enclosed but have visual connections to many other spaces
and seating for observers.

2.

Round Pen

60’ diameter /per side
3600 sq ft

This space may also be square but should be fully fenced to contain both horse and rider. Visual
and physical disconnect is less important than the indoor equivalent but it may be beneﬁcial to
have at least one outdoor training space separate from other spaces.

3.

Dry Lot

2 acres

This area is a smaller area outside for horses with no free food source, located directly adjacent
to the barn.

4.

Green Lot

3 acres

This slightly larger area for horses with grass is located near the barn and directly adjacent to the
dry lot.

5.

Cemetery

1 acre

This is a designated place for the burial of horses.

6.

Alfalfa Field

5 acres

Alfalfa or a grass mix is needed for growing hay for the farm.

7.

50 sq ft

Manure must be stored away from the stalls and near the road for easy pick-up.

8.

Manure
Bunkers
Pasture

2/3
acreage

remaining

The pasture is a large fenced area for grazing.

9.

2nd Pasture

1/3
acreage

remaining

A slightly smaller fenced area for grazing is needed for rotational purposes.

10.

Watering Area

11.

Feed Area

1 per pasture or dry A water trough with running water to each pasture or dry lot should be located where the horses
lot
will be grazing.
12 sq ft
1 per pasture or dry A trough or designated area for hay should be located in each pasture or dry lot.
lot
10 sq ft per horse
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Program Analysis
1.

Standard Stalls

# 8
12’ x 12’ each
1152 sq ft

2.

Sick Stall

20’ x 20’
400 sq ft

200 sq ft

Each of the eight standard stalls shall be 12 x 12 feet. This size comfortably houses an
average sized horse. The square stall allows the horse to move and turn in the space. The standard
stall is used by the horse for sleeping, and eating. There must be mangers for holding grain and
hay and a water trough. The walls should be of sturdy construction, preferably stronger than
wood siding. The ﬂoors should be forgiving to cushion the horses feet. A rubberized mat or
rubber bricks are preferable.
The stalls should be grouped together with each opening directly to the outside. This
can be done simply with all stalls in one line or more complicated and site speciﬁc variation may
be adapted. The roof over the stalls can be extended to provide outdoor protection from the
elements. The stalls and barn should be designed to adapt to additions of stalls and other spaces
in the future.
At least one large stall is required for a sick horse and training purposes. The sick stall is
best located away from the standard stalls to provide isolation in case of infectious disease. It’s
location should be conveniently accessible and in view of other horses. The structure should be
able to support the weight of a horse in a sling.

3.

Feed room and
Hay Storage

4.

Hay Storage

max 2500 sq ft

Hay should be stored in a separate barn to minimize risk of ﬁre. There should be enough
space to store a year’s supply of hay as it is brought in from the ﬁeld in the summer and used all
year. The hay should be easily transported from one barn to the other.

5.

Straw and
Bedding
Storage

1500 sq ft

The requirements for bedding storage are a well ventilated and dry area or building. All
hay and bedding should be stored in a separate dry barn to minimize ﬁre risk.

6.

Tack Room

100 sq ft

This should be directly adjacent to the stalls. It should have storage for blankets, trunks,
and saddle stands, hooks for bridles and halters, and shelves for miscellaneous items. It should
also house a medicine cabinet.

7.

Washing,
Cleaning, and
Drying Room

100 sq ft

This room is intended to house feed and hay for daily use. It should be located adjacent
to the standard stalls. Each type of feed should be stored in a separate galvanized steel bin. Hay
should be contained. A sink with hot and cold water large enough for a bucket, and wall storage
for scoops and other items should be found here.

This room is used for the cleaning of tack. To minimize mess it should be adjacent to
both the outdoors and tack room so that dirty tack can be directly transferred to this room and
then back to storage. The room should have a utility sink, drying racks, and laundry facilities.
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Interior Spaces

8.

Utility Stall

20’ x 20’
400 sq ft

The utility stall, also called a wash stall, is a large stall used for a variety of purposes,
clipping, grooming, shoeing, washing, and for medical treatment. The stall should have a water
spigot with hose and adequate drainage.

9.

Ofﬁce

100 sq ft

The training facility requires an ofﬁce for the barn manager. The space must accommodate
a desk, chairs, ﬁling cabinets and storage of supplies. It must provide area for a personal computer.
The ofﬁce should be located to provide supervision over the stable yard, the delivery of goods,
and the arrival of riders.

10.

Lavatory

48 sq ft

11.

Lounge

80 sq ft

The sitting area for barn staff can be adjacent or connected to several of the other
human-only spaces or a separate room. It should have plenty of seating and storage for personal
items.

12.

Garage

1250 sq ft

The garage should hold up to six full-sized vehicles including a horse trailer. The trailer
space should be large enough for turning, lowering ramps on all sides, and loading and unloading
horses.

13.

Indoor Arena

66’ x 198’
13,068 sq ft

14. Covered Round/
Square Pen

60’ diameter or per
side 3600 sq ft

15.

1500 sq ft

Living Quarters

tack.

The restroom should have ﬂush toilets, a sink, and an area for changing and extra personal

The indoor arena is used for multiple riding and training purposes year round. It should
be of comfortable temperature and light at all times. Ventilation and natural light can be achieved
through skylights, dormers, sliding doors, clearstory windows, etc.. The ﬂooring should be soft
and durable such as sawdust or a sand mix.
This space has the same requirements as the indoor arena but is smaller and more intimate.
The design should facilitate minimal distractions in this space. It should be quiet with little visual
connection to other spaces.
Whether an apartment in the barn or separate building this space is a guest house for
grooms, clients, or boarders to stay near their horses.
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Interior Space Total

1. Standard Stalls
2. Sick Stall
3. Feed & Hay Room
4. Hay Storage
5. Straw/Bedding Storage
6. Washing Room
7. Tack Room
8. Utility Stall
9. Ofﬁce
10. Lavatory
11. Sitting Room
12. Garage
13. Indoor Arena
14. Covered Pen
15. Living Quarters

1,152
400
200
2,500
1,500
100
100
400
100
48
80
1,250
13,068
3,600
1,500

Total
+ 20% circulation space for
human and horse
Grand Total Square Footage

25,998
5,200
+______
31,198
sq ft

Total interior space requires two or more buildings for ﬁre separation purposes.
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Building One
8 Standard Stalls
Sick Stall
Feed & Hay Room
Tack Room
Wash Room
Utility Stall
Lounge
Indoor Arena

1,152
400
200
100
100
400
80
13,068

Total
circ.

15,500
3,100

Grand Total

18,600

Additional Spaces
Building Two
Hay Storage
Straw and Bedding
Garage

2,500
1,500
1,250

Total
circ.

5,250
1,050

Grand Total

6300

Ofﬁce
Lavatory
Round Pen
Living Quarters

100
48
3,600
1,500

Total
circ.

5,248
1,050

Grand Total

6,298
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Conceptual Work
Overall Project Concept
The concepts of natural horsemanship can be translated to concepts of architecture by having
an awareness of the natural environment and how an animal exists within it generating positive
effects when seeking a conditioned response.

Project Goal
To create a space that promote natural interactions between trainer and horse.
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Natural Factors Concept
Lighting and Ventilation

Building Orientation Concepts
Blue: Arena

Red: Stables

Barn Orientation to Natural Elements

Temporary Enclosure to
Reﬂect North Wind
Thermal Wall
to absorb
West Sun

Skylights and
Windows to Allow Natural Light
into Space

Temporary Enclosure
to Allow South Breezes
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Space Adjacency Concept 1

2 Buildings
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Space Adjacency Concept 2

3 Buildings
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Space Adjacency Concept 3

4 Buildings
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Space Adjacency Concept Solution
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Site Concepts
Nonbuildable Areas

Buildable Area: Green

Blue: Floodplain
Red: Slope too Steep
Green: Beyond Comfortable Walking Distance
Purple: House and Yard
Gold: South Breeze Circulation Path
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Building Position Concept
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Concept Images

The running horse is a fascinating study.
Eadweard Muybridge was the ﬁrst to capture
these movements with stop frame photography.
I propose another layer of analysis with these
photographs.
In my study, each of the sixteen images
is placed one on top of the other. Then the
position of each hoof is marked with a dot.
The left front hoof with a magenta dot, the
right front with a blue dot, the back left with
a yellow dot, and the back right with a red dot.
The dots are then connected and a shape is
made. Each hoof makes a slightly different
shape.
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Process Documentation
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Fall Mid Critique

The Fall Mid Critique is the ﬁrst in the series of three intermediate critiques. This
is the ﬁrst presentation of the schematic design. The critics have been presented
the precedent and site analysis previous to the critic. They responded to the new
conceptual design considerations taken from earlier research.
The design is comprised of three buildings, each with its own unique response to the
site, natural environment, and existing buildings. The building forms are inﬂuenced
by the vernacular shed, and the running of the horse seen in the conceptual work in
the previous section.
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Site Plan
Cotton Top Point is the rotational point
around which the program is positioned. The
point is determined by a series of regulating
lines initiating from the corners of the property
lines, the boundary of the existing ﬁelds and the
sight lines from the existing pump house. The
site is arranged so that the point is the rotational
center for the buildings. The pastures and lots
are arranged so that they are connected to each
other and connect to the dry lot and into the
training space.

Regulating Lines
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Shed
The Shed is a garage and storage for hay and bedding. There are
doors on three sides to accommodate various vehicles. Trucks with trailers
may be driven through the building instead of backed in.
Elevations
Plan

West

East

Water Feature
South

The point is a watering feature. Its
form is derived from the iconographic
ﬂower used to represent Cotton Top
Farm. The trough is two tiered. The
water ﬂows from the larger higher pool
into the lower. This keeps the water
circulating and fresh. In the middle of
the upper pool is a windmill. It pumps
the water from a well located directly
below.
Fall Mid Critique

North
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Small Barn
The Small Barn is a supplement to the stables and also can function independently
of the rest. It houses those elements which require a greater degree of privacy. The sick
stall must be physically separated from the others because of diseases. The round pen needs
visual privacy so the horse in training is not distracted from the tasks at hand. The apartment
requires sound privacy. The barn also has storage and a tack area.
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Elevations

East

South

West

North

Fall Mid Critique
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Large Barn
The Large Barn houses the indoor
arena and the stables. This is the main building
on the site. It is the largest and will see the
most activity on a daily basis. The form of
the roof is based on the curve formed by the
running of the horse. These curves produce a
natural light and ventilation system and a water
collection system.

Plan
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Elevations

East

South

Sections

Elevations

North

Fall Mid Critique

West
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Fall Presentation

The Fall Presentation is a summation of the semester’s work. It is presented
to the faculty without the beneﬁt of verbal explanation from the student. The
building forms remained the same but their position on the site changed. The
outdoor arena is depicted as part of the radiating whole. The graphic depiction of
the project has also developed.
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Site Plan
The site more closely follows the radial
pattern shown by the regulating line drawing.
The outdoor arena and roads through the site
are now part of the whole. The buildings and
arena begin to lie within the contours of the
site.

Regulating Lines
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The shed is built on a 12’ grid to a scale that ﬁts
humans, horses, and vehicles. It’s drive-through design
makes it innovative and extremely functional.

Fall Presentation
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Fall Presentation
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View from the South
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Fall Presentation
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Process Documentation
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Fall Presentation
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Spring Mid Critique

This critique shows a major change in the building forms. A vernacular
language is used and repeated in each of the three buildings. The truss becomes the
common element in each building. The Large Barn changes most dramatically with
the separation of the stalls from the arena which is now connected by a breezeway.
The shed is the same in plan but features the curved truss system. The small barn
retains its program but is rearranged to accommodate the curve of the contours
and the arching truss. The site plan also changes to follow the lay of the land so the
fencing and arrangement of spaces appears more natural.
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Spring Mid Critique
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Spring Mid Critique
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Spring Mid Critique
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A Tour of Cotton Top Farm

Welcome to Cotton Top Farm. We are an equestrian training
facility located east of St. Joseph, Missouri. Our forty acres has
been redeveloped to accommodate this new facility. Working with
previous site studies the south east corner of the site is most desirable
for building.
Here at Cotton Top Farm we use the natural horsemanship
method of training. Let me show you how this facility accommodates
these methods.
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Entering site from Hwy W on the east
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The Shed

Let’s start at the beginning of the training process. A horse
arrives by trailer which can be parked conveniently in our drivethrough shed and storage building. The shed is the most simply
designed building on the site because of its utilitarian function. The
construction method used in the shed is the same as all of the other
new buildings on the site. The beams and columns are steel in
ﬁlled with tongue-and-groove cedar siding. The trusses are a three
member wood truss. The two outer pieces form the apex while the
middle piece is curved in an arch for the bottom of the triangle.
This curved truss is used in all three buildings. The next building is
the stables in the large barn.
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the shed
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The Stables

The horse is taken to one of the standard sized stalls. Each horse has its own
stall. The size of this stall is very important. Based on the average size and
proportion of the horse, 12’ x 12’ is the optimum stall size. The proportion
is so important that it has been used as the basic building size and concept for
the entire facility. Each building including the shed which you have just seen is
proportioned on this cubic scale.
When training a horse using natural horsemanship methods all steps a based
on hierarchy of spaces. Like each skill learned you start small. The ﬁrst element
of training begins in the stall. When the horse is comfortable in a halter it can
then be moved to the next larger space, the utility stall. This space is 1.5 times
larger than the standard stall.
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the stables and breezeway
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The Stables Porch

As we step out onto the porch on the south side of the stalls
you can see the bars of the stalls are woven into a pattern. These
forms are derived from the running of the horse. The shape the
hooves make is abstracted here and made into a repeated pattern.
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the porch with bar details
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interior of stables with bar and truss details
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The Small Barn

When the horse is ready it can now move to the round pen. At
Cotton Top Farm there are two round pens, one outdoor and the
other indoor. The indoor round pen is located in the small barn.
This barn has two functions, to work as part of the whole facility
and also to function completely independently from the farm. The
reason for this is the need for a sick bay. If a horse contracts an
infectious disease it must be separated from the other horses. The
sick stall is two times the 12’ volume. The barn features the indoor
round pen, sick stall, storage and tack areas, and apartment for
overnight guests.
Training in the round pen happens in a circular pattern. This
pattern breaks the dominance of the grid in the training area and the
walls take the curved shape.
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the small barn
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interior of small barn
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The Arenas and Large Barn

After the round pen work the horse must learn to traverse
obstacles which require a larger space. The arenas are set up for this
use. CTF has two arenas as well. The outdoor arena is proportioned
for western activities and the indoor arena is proportioned on the
strictly regulated English riding barns. The English arena is based
on three adjacent sixty-six foot diameter circles. The structure of
the barn depicts its use in threes, one large space, and the twelve
foot grid. The arena is connected to the stalls by a breezeway. This
is an open space that acts as a transition and waiting area for the
arena. When the horse has graduated from the arena it may use the
site for its various trails and pastures.
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the large barn from the outdoor arena berms
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interior of the indoor arena
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The Landscape Plan
Let’s take a look at the site. Just outside the south end of the
indoor arena are the hitching posts. This area may be used as a
preparation area in good weather or when there are guests with their
horses and the indoor spaces are full. The space follows the curve
of the landscape and creates enclosure for the arena.
The next observation area is the berms surrounding the outdoor
arena. They form a boundary that follows the natural contours of
the land holding back the landscaping. This area is shaded by trees
and is the perfect place to sit and observe the arena.
Cotton Top Farm is also a ﬁnal resting place for horses. The
cemetery is located in the south west corner of the building area. It
is fenced and features a path that ends in a place of reﬂection under
a tree. It is separated from the buildings by landscaping.
All of these areas radiate and circulate around Cotton Top
Point. The point is a watering feature. The two-level falls circulates
the water. The drive splits and moves around the point.
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The Patio of the Large Barn

The rest of the site is dedicated to pastures, lots, and an alfalfa
ﬁeld. The ﬁeld provides the hay for the horses. We can view the site
from the covered patio on the west side of the indoor arena. The
pergola structure provides shade and brings the scale of the arena
wall down. The trails start from this point and traverse the site.
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the patio with pergola on the west side of the large barn
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The Site Plan

The darker green shading on the site plan shows the tree cover.
A large majority of the site has trees which protects against the
strong winds on the bluff.
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The Site

When leaving please look back and observe the facility from
the south. All of the buildings and the integration of the house and
other existing buildings from the original farm are in view. Cotton
Top Farm is functional and fulﬁlls its goals of using the hierarchy
of the natural horsemanship training methods to create spaces that
are both horse and human friendly.
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Cotton Top Farm from the south overlooking the cemetery
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